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Installation Instructions 
Portion Control Insert

1.Lid/Clip Removal
Remove bin base stand, 

lid and spine clip

2.About Face
Remove front face of bin 

by pressing tabs on upper 
LHS & RHS and rotating 

away from bin body. 

6.Remove Band
Take 2 sides of bin body apart and remove rubber lip seal.  
Replace with polycarbonate lip seal (see inset right, #19).

7.Putting It Back Together
Replace bin handle onto front face.

Place bin sides together and put spine clip in place.
Place bin on base stand, fill, and attach bin lid.

Secure gravity bin to shelving unit using retainer 
button, and go back to selling

PLEASE START HERE: 
Thank you for purchasing the Trade Fixtures Gravity Feed Dispenser.   
If you use your own shelving, each shelf span must support, without sagging, 25 lbs (11kg) for each 3 gallon bin, 
45 lbs (20kg) for each 5 gallon dispenser, and 150 lbs (68kg) for the 12 gallon bin (90# (40kg) rated capacity).

A 48” by 12” deep metal grocery gondola shelf is typically rated to hold 500 lbs, but check with the manufacturer.  
If you wall-mount a shelf, heavy duty brackets every 16” on center screwed to the shelf is required.  If you design 
your own custom cabinets, contact our professional designer if you have any questions.

Before you begin...we recommend
Remove your products from the bins.

3.Door Swap
Remove bin handle 

and replace rounded 
door from standard bin 

with portion control door 
(see inset below, #20).  

Secure door return 
bands as shown.

4.Insert the Insert
Insert 4oz. portion control 
cup as shown.  The portion 

control consists of (see 
inset below, parts #16-#18) 

and will come to you 
assembled.
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